Abstract-Stabilizing state feedback controller has been designed in this paper for a switched DC motor plant, controlled over communication network. The switched system formulation for the networked control system (NCS) with additional switching in a plant parameter along with the switching due to random packet losses, have been formulated as few set of non-strict Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs). In order to solve non-strict LMIs using standard LMI solver and to design the stabilizing state feedback controller, the Cone Complementary Linearization (CCL) technique has been adopted. Simulation studies have been carried out for a DC motor plant, operating at two different sampling times with random switching in the moment of inertia, representing sudden jerks.
INTRODUCTION
Networked control systems are distributed control systems where sensors, actuators etc. are interconnected through a real time network and exchange information among themselves through that common shared network. NCSs are widely used in spacecraft control, robotics, process control, factory automation etc. [1] - [2] . NCS reduces wiring and makes installation simpler. It is easy to maintain and also makes analysis of the system properly. But in NCSs, random time delay and packet drop-outs are the major causes which detonate the system performance and leads to system's instability [3] - [4] . In safety critical applications, often the time driven controllers are preferred instead of the event driven controller due to the ease of hardware verification [5] . Thus for event-driven controllers random time-delays, due to the introduction of the communication network in the control loop reduces to packet drop only which is assumed in this paper, for mathematical formulation of stability and controlling a DC motor plant whose load is varied arbitrarily within few discrete set of values. In NCSs several methodologies, such as stochastic control, predictive control, robust control and memory less state feedback control (MSFC) are used to enhance the performance of the system and also compensate the random packet losses and time delay [6] . Here in this paper we use a predictive networked control scheme proposed by Pan et al. [7] to control a plant whose one parameter is arbitrary switching and can take few set of discrete pre-specified values. Here, we consider a DC motor plant whose load is changing abruptly within few discrete values and therefore one of the motor parameters i.e. moment of inertia ( J ) also changes accordingly [8] - [9] .
Generally, the NCS can be analyzed as a set of Linear Time Invariant (LTI) systems with arbitrary switching between them caused by random data loss and variable delay. This mechanism avoids the problem of formulating it as an asynchronous dynamical system (ADSs) with variable matrix size for stability analysis. But in ADS, there is no standard solver for the Bi-linear Matrix Inequality (BMI) constrains in polynomial time. But for stability analysis of switched LTI systems, the equations can be formulated by LMI constrains which can be solved using standard LMI solvers and the stability can be guaranteed in spite of arbitrary switching (due to packet drops and random delays) in the sense of Lyapunov. Also, other control methods can be augmented to meet better control performance within the LMI framework by easily augmenting the individual LMIs.
In stabilization problems in networked control systems with random packet losses and variable delays, often the Lyapunov analysis gives a set of non-strict LMIs as in [10] - [12] which can not be solved directly with standard LMI solvers. The nonstrict LMIs arising from stability condition for switched systems can be solved using the Cone Complementary Linearization based sequential optimization technique subjected to LMI constraints as in Ghaoui et al. [10] . Also, in the present paper we used the predictive state-feedback controller for stabilization of the NCS instead of simple statefeedback controller as proposed in Pan et al. [7] . This typical controller is capable of producing greater robust stability for the nominal system (in the absence of random packet losses) over network with packet drops. It is based on a priori selection of the future control signals and the associated state feedback gains if the control packets in the forward path get dropped. This particular scheme of predictive state feedback control ( Fig. 1) is capable of providing greater stability region in the controller parameter space compared to the classical state feedback control scheme [7] . Here, the future control signals are predicted a priori and fused together with the current one and finally sent to the buffer, to handle any arbitrary drop in future two samples. This paper extends the concept of using networked predictive controller to handle arbitrary parameter switching in the plant itself along with the switching due to the random packet losses in the network.
In this study, our aim is to deal with the stabilization problem of a plant (DC motor) over NCS with random packet losses and having random switching in one additional plant parameter (moment of inertia). Here, we design a state feedback controller and stability analysis approaches in discrete time domain are carried out, while considering random packet drop-outs. The stability conditions for NCSs are formulated in terms of few set of non-strict LMIs which are then solved using the above discussed CCL technique of sequential optimization with LMI constraints, using standard LMI solvers [13] to produce stabilizing predictive controller gains for the switched plant over communication network.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The formulation of the stability condition for NCSs with packet losses is given in section 2. The stabilization based state feedback controller design problem is formulated in section 3. Simulation results for a switched load DC motor plant are demonstrated in section 4. The paper ends with conclusion as section 5, followed by the references.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
As shown in Fig 1, the NCS can be divided into four modules and each part is described in the following sections.
1) The plant and the sensor
2) The data network 
A. Controlled Plant and Sensor
Let us Consider, a plant whose single parameter is changing randomly and can take any of the r different discrete values. The dynamics of the controlled plants are given by the following linear discrete model:
where ( ) n l x k ∈ ℝ are the plant's state and ( ) m l u k ∈ ℝ are the control inputs. l denotes index number of state space of the plant when the parameter is changed to th l value. l F and l G are the discrete time system matrices with appropriate dimensions. Note that (1) can be considered as the discretized form of a continuous-time system given by
with sampling period h and therefore
The sensors are assumed to be time driven. At each sampling period, the sampled plant states are encapsulated into a packet and sent to the controller via the network along with the time-stamp (i.e., the time at which the plant's output state is sampled).
B. Data Network
In practice, the data packets in NCSs generally suffer random time delay and packet losses during network transmission. Here we only consider random packet drops for simplification of the problem and also due to the verification issues of event driven controllers in safety critical applications. The switches 1 S and 2 S are used to represent the packet losses in the backward and forward networks respectively as shown in Fig. 1 . Opening of switch 1 S denotes that data packets are lost during the transmission from sensor to controller side. Whereas closing of switch 2 S indicates successful transmission of data packet from controller to actuator side.
C. Networked Controller
The state feedback controller is assumed to be time driven. Generally the convention is to use an event driven controller which calculates the control signal as soon as it is receives the packet and sends it to the actuator via the shared network. This eliminates the additional time taken for the next time trigger. But in safety critical applications the even driven controller is not used because after long delay when many control signal come together at a same instant, the network load increases to a high value which is undesirable. The predictive controller proposed in this paper is a full state-feedback one with the following form:
where,
is the state feedback gain which has to be designed.
The predictive state feedback controller calculates the values of the present control signal and the next predicted control signals for the plant, keeping in mind that there might be arbitrary packet losses in future two sampling instants which should be compensated by the predicted control signal. The controller modifies the control signals for the plant using the state feedback gains which are the design variables in the present case. Then the data (with present control signal and future control signals for two consecutive samples) are encapsulated in a packet and sent to the buffer.
D. Actuator
The actuator is considered to be time driven. Here it is assumed that the actuator and sensor have the same sampling time. Though the actuator and the sensor are in same side of the switches, it is easy to synchronize these two elements via hardware synchronization. In this paper, we neglect the variable delays and only consider the packet drop. There is a skew between the time line of the controller, sensor and the actuator. If 1 τ time is taken by sensor to send the data to the controller side and 2 τ time is taken by the controller to send the data packet to the actuator side, then the following assumption to be hold: 1 2 h τ τ > + , where h is the sampling time of the system.
Thus the timelines have an offset which is assumed to be maintained with accuracy so that controller as well as the actuator can pick up the current signal properly. In practical situation so many control loops use the same shared network which introduces random packet delay. However a packet which belongs to a particular time step is considered to be dropped if it does not reach the actuator in the same time step.
Here, any out of order packet is treated as dropped packet.
E. Modeling of NCSs
According to our assumption, in the NCS, a sensor packet belonging to a particular time step is said to be effective packet, if it is transmitted from the sensor to the controller and corresponding controller input is transmitted from the controller to the actuator successfully in the same time stamp. Let, { } The control signal can be represented as 
p + is dropped and so on. Detail of buffer logic is described in [7] . Figure 2 . Illustration of packet drops in the predictive NCS.
III. STABILIZING USING NETWORKED PREDICTIVE CONTROLLER WITH PACKET LOSSES

A. Stability Analysis Of Closed Loop NCSs
According to Fig. 2 , the NCS dynamics can be described as
In this technique, for time instant 
B. Theorem 1:
The system (9) will be asymptotically stable for the arbitrary packet losses if there exists symmetric positive definite matrix 
where, , l i Φ is of the form (10) with specified controller gains
Proof: For the switched system (9) let us define a state depended quadratic Lyapunov function of the form (12),
where, P is symmetric positive definite matrix.
Let the value ofσ at the th m i h time instant be i . The difference of the Lyapunov function between the two instants of time is given by:
Hence the system (9) is asymptotically stable. As the parameter varies in a discrete manner, the system can be viewed as if its state matrices are also switched randomly within a range and can take few pre-specified value.
C. Theorem 2:
It can be seen from equation (11) that it is non-linear on the variables of q K and P . So a stabilizing controller cannot be easily obtained directly from the conditions (11) . But equation (10) 
where, , l i Φ is of the form (9) with specified controller gains q K .
It can be noticed that conditions in theorem 2 are not the strict LMI form due to eq. (14) . By using cone complementarily linearization (CCL) approach as in [10] - [12] , we can solve this non-convex feasibility problem into a sequential optimization problem subject to LMI constrains. The basic idea of CCL algorithm is that, if the LMI
is feasible with the matrix variables 0 Hence, it is possible to solve equation (13) by applying the CCL algorithm.
D. Single Controller Design for a Plant Whose Load is Varying in a Discrter Manner:
The aim of this paper is to design a single controller which can stabilize arbitrary load changes in the plants. For that, a common set of controller gain for those plants is to be found. Hence for r number of different loads, common , P Q and q K matrices have to be found.
Step 1: Find a feasible set (13) and (15) 
Step2: Solve the following LMI problem: OP:
Subject to inequalities (10), (13) and (15) 
Step3: Substitute the obtained matrix variables ( , , ) q P Q K in (10) and (11) . If (10) and (11) are satisfied for 1, , l r = ⋯ , with ( )
where, 0 ∂ > is a sufficient small scale, then output ( )
where N is the maximum number of iterations allowed, exit.
Step5:
go to step 2.
IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
For simulation study a DC motor plant has been considered whose parameters are given in Table 1 [8]- [9] . In this paper the DC motor system can be described as
where a i is the armature winding current;ω is the rotor angular speed; R is the armature winding resistance; L is the armature winding; b K is the back-electromotive-force (EMF) constant; u is the armature winding input voltage; t K is the torque constant; J is the system moment of inertia; B is the system damping coefficient. If the load of the plant (DC motor) is changed arbitrarily within few discrete set of values, then the motor parameter J will be changed significantly. 
where, ( ) y t is the rotor angular speed. Hence, state space models of the DC motor can be obtained by varying the inertia ( J ) up to ±50% of the nominal value of 0.2 in Table 1 . 
If the sampling period h is 0.1 sec for the plant, then we get three different state space matrices for the same plant (18) 
It is noted that three different discrete state space models are stable in open loop since their eigen-values are inside unit circle. But arbitrary switching between such stable plants may lead to instability as reported in [14] which motivates the design of stabilizing networked predictive controller to tackle arbitrary due to packet losses as well as sudden load change in the plant, representing sudden jerks.
( ) . By using 'YALMIP' Toolbox [13] in the MATLAB environment, we can find out a feasible set of solution satisfying (10), (13) and (15) 
We continue the step 2-5 in design procedure. After10 iterations we obtain an acceptable solution with the following variables:
( ) 
such that these values almost satisfies the condition (14) and the networked robust predictive controller [7] , which stabilizes the above system, can be designed easily from the following solution of q K , Fig. 3 . The simulation studies show that the state variables get stabilized in spite of the arbitrary switching in the plant and network. Three set of state variables in Fig. 3 correspond to the different state matrices as in (20) . If the switched plant (19) runs at sampling period 0.2 sec, after 10 iterations we obtain following gains, given by (24). The corresponding time evolution of the stabilized states for the switched load condition is shown in Fig. 4 As the packet loss process is stochastic in nature, it is not possible to predict at which time instant the packet losses occur. Hence time response can differ from the responses which are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . But it can be observed that the plants are stabilized within few seconds and the stability is guaranteed in the sense of Lyapunov in spite of having random switching due the network packet losses and random load variation.
V. CONCLUSION
A predictive networked state feedback controller has been designed to handle arbitrary switching in the plant parameter and packet losses. Lyapunov stability condition yields few set of non-strict LMIs which are solved using the CCL based sequential optimization technique subjected to LMI constraints. Simulations with a DC motor plant have been shown to validate the proposition with arbitrary switching in its load (moment of inertia) along with the switching due to packet losses in the communication network. The simulations are carried out for two different sampling times and the stabilizing controllers are obtained in each case to show wide applicability of the proposed design method. Future scope of research can be directed on extending the proposed concept for event driven controllers as well, with random network induced delays.
